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chinese communists accuse russian com-
rades heinous sin collaboration west ob-
viously involved political polemics
fact social psychological factors involved sub-
jected brief analysis provide interesting insights utiliz-
ing two concepts images political generations

possible demonstrate seriousserious
controlling factors contributing deteriorating state
sino soviet relations different image external
world particularly manner working within inter-
state system held decision makers both countries
what attempt demonstrate particular
result singular experiences interstateinter statestaie system

between china external world between
soviet union external world during formative
years present leadership these nations certain atti
tudesaudes habits behavior relevant external world

determined further these images particularly
accommodation non accommodation collaboration non

collaboration tended become primary
sources sino soviet dispute

general saying order understand
crucial problem international relations necessary know
11 what exists understand what men perceive

exist resulting attitudes hold 1 words
fruitful study understanding aspect inter-
national system must include concern

taylor associate professor department government
bentley college accounting finance wood assistant pro
fessor same department same college

ole R holsti value international tension measurement journal
armsaims control 1I 1963 702
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actual behavior individuals within system
perception inzagesimages system our concern here
examine why chinese soviet leaders perceive re-
lations interstateinter state system differently how
difference perception contributed sino soviet dis-
pute

role images theory images applied
international relations suggests nation foreign policy

degree function image held situa-
tion object toward policy directed goals

nations set interstateinter state system these
goals must achieved result nation perception

ends means available these perceptions
product nation image belief system say

nation image impute anthropomorphic qualities
state since obviously true individuals

possess image merely recognizes within given
decision making body may exist enough shared aspects

common image speak modal image
possible useful speak way metaphor
analogy organizations states societies possessors
images 2 sort metaphor recognizes state
speaking state action international relations
merely sum total those major decision makers
empowered make policies binding govern-
ment 3 thus speak chinese leaders image

external world example referring
frequent characteristic aspects individual images held

sum total decision makers make binding
decisions china

once image developed governs manner
external world perceived perceptual data

cues must pass through image before cognizedcognizer
image thus total cognitive affective evaluative

structure behavior unit internal view itself

2kennethkennethakenneth boulding image knowledge life society ann arbor
university michigan press 1956 p 54

dina zinnes robert C north howard E koch jr capability
threat outbreak war james N rosenau ed international
politics foreign policy new york free press glencoe 1961 p
472
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universe 4 dual relationship between perception
image occurs four stages first early per-

ception life experience along physiological factors
determine creation image second image prepares

individual group individuals acting decision
making unit see particular fashion 5 third actual
input information environment filtered
metered through image image becomes
window through perceptual data must pass enter-
ing data must pay price demanded image
fourth information evaluated verified according

image 6

thus concept images assumes key
explanation why state behaves way does
found decision makers image situation 7 inter-
national relations interpersonal relations reality in-
ternal observer change frames mind among
those dealing great affairs even though matter
imagination rates change reality attitudes part

reality foreign affairs 8

political generations concept generations tool
political analysis relatively new somewhat unused

widely used historians novelists artists
sociologists rarely political scientists 0 generation

kenneth boulding national images international stereotypes jour-
nal conflict resolution III111 1959 12021120 21 see george E miller eugene
galanter karl H pribram plans strucSirucstructurestiuctwesiructuretufeturerufe behavior new york
henry holt 1960

jerome bruner personality dynamics process perceiving
R R blake G V ramsay perception approach personality

new york ronald press 1951 ppap 12425124 25

0 J harvey david E hunt harold M schroder conceptual systems
personality organization new york john wiley sons 1961 p 50

richard C snyder H W bruck burton sapin decision making
approach study international politicspolitic princeton foreign policy

analysis project series organizational behavior section princeton university
press 1954 p 37

charles burton marshall 136detentetente effects alliance arnold
wolfers ed changing east west relations unity weftwest balti-
more md johns hopkins press 1964 p 45

late sigmund neumann first developed tool analysis see
permanent resolutionrevolution total state woidworldwold war new york harper
1942 ppap 230256230 256 conflict generations contemporary
europe vital speeches day V 1939 62328623 28 see marvin rintala

problems generations finnish communism american slavic
east european review XVII 1958
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politics defined those undergone essentially
similar historical experiences during period social
adolescence formative years great events influ-
ences period must analyzed order better under-
stand generation reaction present problems

stage social adolescence critical political
scientist years fifteen twentyfivetwenty five virtually

individual social intellectual concepts
formed individual basic views modes thinking
shaped colored influences him during
ten year period influence remains part image

rest life particularly true regard
images modes thinking international relations
since relationship between international events domestic
affairs usually sensed until age social adolescence

concepts images political generations ad-
mirably suited study international relations since

used jointly assist ordering data
explaining behavior particular behavior unit while

concept political generations used explain
development revolutionary movements within state
paper uses concept along concept images

explain partially why soviet union china violently
disagree extent even tactical accommodation

enemy acceptable altailait respects
merely points indisputable unexceptional fact

difference historical cultural experience con-
comitant geopolitical position russia china yielded
different leadership bodies distinctive perspective
modes reaction yet much analysis concentration
upon obvious often fruitful search

esoteric
following quotations editorial chinese

ideological journal hung chi amply demonstrate
foremost aggravantsaggravants sino soviet dispute man-

ner china perceives russia collaborating
west

leaders CPSU completely reversed enemies
comrades directed edge struggle

should against united states imperialism lackeys
against marxist leninist fraternal parties countries
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leaders CPSU bent seeking soviet united
states cooperation domination world re-
gard united states imperialism ferocious enemy

people world reliable friend
treat fraternal partners countries adhering

marxism leninism enemy
leaders CPSU genuinely want unity

just pretending should draw sharp line demar-
cation between enemiesenemies comrades order oppose
US imperialism

absolutely impermissible them treat enemiesenemies
friends friends enemies ally themselves
US imperialists vainvalnvainvaln pursuit world domination
through US soviet collaboration 10

widely divergent perspectives regarding accommoda-
tion non accommodation west just
11 revisionism dogmatism owe existence

fact deep seated images interstateinter state system
part developed thinking current leaders during

period social adolescence

chinese experience assessing impact events
lives present chinese leadership necessary

answer two questions first leadership born within
particular period second social adolescence period

these leaders marked certain events situations
tend foster development singular image

external world
generational analysis chinese communist

party CCP leadership striking observe great
majority born between 1895 1905 fact
relatively small number chinese leaders inter-
locking responsibility state party military

two born between 1895 1905 going be-
yond interlocking directorate resorting less

satisfactory statistical devices ie average year
birth becomes clear upper level leader-
ship falls within generation lower levels do

chinese communist party newspaper fenminjenmin irajihlihlrajiatia pao february
4 1964 reprinted new york times february 7 1964

see directory chinese communist leadership issued biographical
information section press publications unit american consulate

general hong kong november 1960
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analysis membership central committee
CCP provides following data

average
group number year birth

I1 full members elected 1945 36 1895
II11 alternate members elected

1945 made full mem-
bers 8thath party congress
1956 29 1905

illIII111liiili made full members 1956 29 1905
IV elected alternate members

1956 58 1907
V elected alternate members

1956 2nd session 23 1909

adapted donald W klein next generation
chinese communist leaders china quarterly 12

october december 1962 ppap 585958 59

average age 18 full members political
bureau CCP 1963 64 six alter-
nate 60 place average year birth 1899

1903 respectively 12

remarkable aspect chinese communist leadership
current leaders stem 189519051895 1905

generation analysis politburo ruling
clique within politburo 1921 1945 reveals

congress did average year birth range beyond
period bounded 1892 lsiisi congress 1921 1903
several conclusions drawn above data
those relevant paper leadership com-
munist china relatively unchanged since 1921
two obvious exceptions condemnation kao kang

1955 dismissal marshall pengvengP eng te huai 1959
great majority these leaders born between

1895 1905
189519051895 1905 generation experienced period

social adolescence between 1915 1925 general period

ajohnjohn2john W lewis chinese communist party leadership succession
mao tse tung appraisal tensions policy research study external

research staff bureau intelligence research US department state
january 1964 p iii

robert C north kuomintang chinese communist elite stanford
california hoover institute elite studies stanford university press 1952 ppap
11618116 18
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chinese history foreign relations singularg
unique period help producing extremely dis-
tinctivetinctive modes thinking images external world

chinese point view general period
characterized complete betrayal foreign powers

complete disillusionment interstateinter state system
revolutionarily changed educational system china

generation born signaled end traditional
chinese society 14 contrasted earlier generation

founders chinese communism generation received
little classical chinese education much
home potentially nationalistic modes thought
west 1315

within early lifetime th generation al-
though necessarily within period social adoles-
cence nearly every major world power made inroads onto
chinese sovereignty following aftermath sino
japanese war 1895 example through variousvarious
devices loans foreign powers granting exclusive
economiceconomic mineral rights creation spheres in-
terest protected nonalienation agreements through

leases territory chinese melon sliced
end russo japanese war 190419051904 1905 manchuria

divided between russia north japan
south japan acquired control korea control

officially recognized US through taft
katsura notes great britain through anglo japanese all-
iance 1902 realized recognition japanese interests

china best defense against russia
within actual period social adolescence

chinese communist leaders foreign intervention did
lessen complicated deteriorating domestic
conditions successful overthrow manchu dynasty

1911 did lead stable reformist government
rather 13 years civil war during time western en-
croachmentcroachment through loans acquisition railroad
rights increased root takahiranakahira agreements 1908

see franz H michael george E taylor far east modernmodemmodea
worldWI0ridyid new york henry holt 1956 p 206

isseesee benjamin 1I schwartz chinese communism rise mao
cambridge harvard university press 1961 p 18
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gave implicit recognition japanese interest man-
churia through lansing ishii notes 1917
US recognized japan special relations china basis

territorial propinquity including entire series
treaties 1917 1918 britain italy france
russia agreed support japan claims china future
conference return japanese destroyers protection
against german submarines mediterranean china

betrayed nearly every major foreign power central
theme US foreign policy asia throughout period

maintain open door china chinese per-
ceived singularly detrimental national interests

eyes 189519051895 1905 generation events
twenties disastrous unequal treaties earlier
decade may 4thath movement 191919201919 1920 critical
period development future chinese communist lead-
ers undoubtedly contributed significantly image

external world movement itself partially sparked
betrayal wilsonian idealism versailles

pressure japanese 16

kind imperialism sole monopoly
western powers developing relations between com-
munist russia struggling chinese communist party
pattern betrayal developed characterized
selfish use revolutionary movement china further

interests soviet union although successful
revolution russia probably important forma-
tive events lives chinese communists later soviet
policy china seemed dictated solely need ex-
tending breathing space maintaining soviet na-
tional security

even overview sino soviet relations 1920
reveals several policies actions undoubtedly
formative experiences 189519051895 1905 generation chinese
communists three observations period illus-
trativetrative time policies soviet
government comintern matter how detrimental

may interests chinese communism
thrown away merely interest chinese revolurevola

sesee ibidihjd
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tion 17 another observation soviet policy toward china
ignored interests chinese communists

dictated solely demands soviet security stalin
aim concentrate large forces possible against
european powers japan enemiesenemies soviet union
regardless effect these policies chinese com-
munistsmuniststs 18

final observation sino soviet relations twen-
ties mao tse tung soviet choice leader

mao himself quite dubious soviet advice
assistance least 1921 fact whole emphasis
mao thinking activities unsanctioned

moscow carried without knowledge mos-
cow 19

thus following concepts generations images
period 1910 1930 formative period

current chinese leaders part born
within 189519051895 1905 generation result singular ex-
periencesperien ces during social adolescence these leaders
unique image world politics developed views
type accommodation collaboration enemy

deviation ideology betrayal
portentous actions may threatening china

soviet experience examining context within
soviet leadership developed three factors stand

first while within century half imperial ex-
ploitation anti colonial revolt two

basic facts chinese life russia both tsarist soviet
clearly colonial power however traumatic

allied intervention 191819201918 1920 may soviet
regime part pattern imperialist exploitation
russia imperial power never infected
extreme xenophobia overtones racism felt
former asian african objects colonial activity

secondly lenin bolshevik intelligentsia conceived
russian revolution part european revolution par

hugh seton watson leninlenm khrushchev new york praeger
1960 p 114141

ibid p 147
see schwartz chinese communism rise mao p 102 edgar

snow red star china new york random house 1938 ppap 16769167 69
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ticularlytitularlyticularly throughout period april october 1917
assumed bolshevik revolution russia ending
war democratic peace proletariat revo-

lution europe part single process indeed until
1922 optimistic hope revolutionary spark

ignite throughout europe particularly germany
hope much lesser extent survived throughout
twenties revolutionaryprerevolutionarypre writings lenin seemed
envisage world rigidly polarized two ideological camps

polarization terminate victory social-
ism abrupt end essentially amoral balance
power politics case lenin time believed socialist
revolution unthinkable single country re-
quired active cooperation least few progressive
countries cannot include russia 20 emotionally

intellectually lenin linked west
lastly hopes european revolution dimin-

ished 1921 became increasingly difficult unify
single consistent policy two facets soviet foreign
policy encouragement world revolution main-
tenance national security moreover early 1918 lenin
became increasingly aware capitalist world did
represent solid hostile phalanx realization
capitalist world divisible even face soviet russia

security russia found external
revolution led soviet regime accommodate ideological
pretensions amoral system world politics following

concept political generations period 1920
1940 represents formative period majority
present soviet leadership part born
between 1905 1915 imperial past uncertain
intellectual attachment west formed historical
cultural background period political accommodation

seems evident combination these factors
put ideological polarization bolshevik doctrine within
different perspective another radically different life
experience

george kennan noted end thirties
western democracies forced ally accommodate

barrington moore jr soviet politics dilemma power cam-
bridge mass harvard university press 1959 prp 196
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themselves least totalitarian powers order
defeat others somewhat similar fashion

said 1922 through 1945 soviet union im-
pelled security reasons accommodate itself

western regimes doing demonstrated ability
maneuver despite certain ideological inhibitions in-

dicated rapid adoption traditional power techniques
extent revolutionary fervor died down

developing soviet image nature world politics
perceived successivesuccessive attempts gain recognition

guarantee security despite continued though les
senedbened emphasis creative uses violence in-
evitabilityevitability war class struggle soviet union showed
surprising ease accommodating itself equilibrist politics

amoral non ideological overtones true
hostile intents dogmatic ideology often determined

mode competition times distorted soviet
leadership view internal external configurations

power west particularly case ascendent
nazism through commitment ideological bi-
polarity definitely low key tendency toward
virulent xenophobia kept check possible exception

first five year plan then reasons involved
large extent inward orientation rising pressures

forced industrialization
europe regime displayed increasing willingness

sacrifice various national parties prospects
revolutionary sweep through europe solution
immediate security dilemma serious revolutionary
prospect collapse postwarpost war uprisings
disturbancesdisturbance turmoil germany during 1923
french occupied ruhr politburo membership wavered

appraisal revolutionary potentialities
situation end rewards maintaining
rapallo arrangement germany counterweight
power england france seemed greater possible
benefits gained too actively assisting german
party

middle east conflict between russia revolu-
tionary interests balance power interests less
pronounced given possibility dovetailingdovetailing both these
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considerations local nationalist attempts remove
influence western powers particularly england even
here however two policies diverged did
kemal suppression russian communist influence within

country russians strove maintain friendly relations
turkey bolster country position vis vis great

britain
china interests revolution equilibrist

politics momentarily coincided soon however middle
east these interests diverged although stalin attempted
maintain coalition chiang finally forced to-
ward open revolutionary break resulted utter
debacle

fact during period every revolutionary
attempt ended failure times forced soviet govern-
ment extremely uncomfortable postures these de-
bacles contrasted relative success traditional
techniques balance power politics soviet prolongation

period tactical accommodation capitalist
sphere easily understandable often case
soviet history sacrifice ultimate immediate
often results giving immediate independent validity

own whole soviet position disarmament
collective security illustrative point

before establishment soviet state lenin opposed
disarmament grounds hinder course

world revolution 1922 however lenin dropped
blatant opposition disarmament while maintaining theory

two basic objections disarmament war capital-
ist world inevitable force prime instrument

overthrow bourgeois government these two themes
played minor key collapse central european
revolutions polish war revived period

first five year plan internal stresses combined
external vocal least belligerency even during

latter period however disarmament major theme
soviet diplomacy right until 1934 maintenance
theme even during period stress cannot seen simply

technique demonstrate russia peaceful intentions
stigmatize west though undoubtedly

beyond disarmament campaign part soviet
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drive recognition normal relations particularly
whole campaign viewed part soviet search
security

level theory disarmament still presented
tactical device time during period did soviet
union abandon basic belief inevitability war

use force social transformation same time
however disarmament beginning presented having
value itself quite aside tactical consideration
even theme disarmament dropped soviet
union chose lessen accommodation non-
socialist world adopt revolutionary stance fact
attempted increase those ties pacts mutual security

advantages approach revolutionary pos-
ture even clearer soviet leadership during
twenties 1934 entered normal diplomatic rela-
tions member league nations given
growing menace nazi germany soviet union dropped

disarmament theme attempted turn international
organization effective instrument collective security
further where earlier period noted conciconclusionusion

simple aggressionnonaggressionnon pacts neighbors
soviet government now entered pacts mutual assistance

france czechoslovakia failed 1938
soviet union turned increasingly possibility pact

germany might offer themtilem positive territorial ad-
vantage through intermediate zone between germany

USSR disarmament collective security territorial ex-
pansion phases soviet russia search security

abortive uprising germany 1934 debacle
china made even clearer world revolution non
operation serious possibilities moreover cannot
said general accommodation degree collabora-
tion west unfruitful

leninist doctrine stalin reiterations emphasized
tactical nature these successive policies war engine
revolution goal pax communa system

power politics come end still enunciated
however necessary means often become ends tactics
pursued prolonged period acquire independent
validity interestingly fundamentals marxism lenin
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ismism published 1959 made point quite explicit dis-
tinction between strategy tactics blurred thus gave
soviet policy particular time illusion greater ortho-
dox purity

word tactics often used denote political
line pursued relatively brief space time de-
terminedtermined certain definite conditions while word strate-
gy denotes line entire phase development

distinctions always made early stages
working class movement before october revolu-

tion wordwerd tactics presupposed entire policy
party irrespective cf particular period
sense lenin used did consider necessary

distinguish strategy tactitacticsCS 21

now although throughout entire period soviet
mode thinking essentially revolutionary often
determined limits possibilities concrete situation
nonetheless leninist intellectual predisposition toward
west fact russia object prolonged
imperial exploitation fact itself imperialist power

security dilemma immediate rewards limited
collaboration west contrasted dangers
possible losses revolutionary adventurismadventurish these
successively contributed image structure
international politics neither logical derivative
marxist leninist ideological pretensions nor traditional
geopolitical factors case mix rus-
siansianslan vintage present leadership reaching
maturity during eventful period bound sig-
nificantnificant degree share political image

borrowing moment communist jargon
examination even limited facet origins
sino soviet dispute appears rift objective

dependent upon subjective difference personalities
khrushchev brezhnev kosyginkosiginKosygin life condi-

tions soviet leadership impelled them approach
structure world politics different images per-

spectivesspec tives leader nation albeit communist whose
conditions radically different itself fact

donald Z zagoria sinosmo sovietsoviel conflict 19519561961195661961giggi6 1961iggi princeton NJ
princeton universityvrmersity press 1962 p 227
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hardly explains concrete issues rending communist
world does give insight patterns reaction

two leaderships face those issues

summary given singular image world politics de-
veloped during periods social adolescence leaders

soviet union communist china quite clear why
soviet tactical accommodation west perceived
treason chinese while period social adolescence

soviet leaders characterized frequent albeit
11 tactical relations western nations same period

lives chinese leadership characterized re-
peated disillusionment interstateinter state system ex-
tremely xenophobicxenophonicxenophobic chinese image world natural
byproduct experiences chinese leaders during
1920 1930 equally clear why hostility
xenophobia chinese viewed soviet leaders un-
necessary dogmatism threat unity inter-
national communism social psychological tools images

political generations add insight understand-
ing continuing dispute




